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HIGHLIGHTS (1/2)

For many months now, everything has been scarce –

capacity, equipment, inland means and the most used

words have indisputably been “unprecedented” and

“record” in the shipping industry.

Carriers are citing congested ports as a reason for

their network adjustments, while terminals say it is

the poor on-time performance by container ships that

is creating the port handling difficulties. Either way,

shippers have no other choice that to struggle to get

space on board and equipment and to pay higher and

higher rates to move their cargo.

Spot rates exceeded any previous records on the

major trades and Drewry’s composite World

Container index rose by 15.9 % during the third week

of June, which is its steepest climb since its inception in

2012.

Equipment availability has been worrisome for

months. Unsurprisingly, Yantian congestion has

made it even more acute since carriers decided to

skip calls in Yantian for several weeks, preventing the

supply of empties in this area where the output from

factories remained unchanged through the crisis.

Maersk, for instance, has highlighted lack of 40’ GP and

40’ HC and encouraged its customers to amend to 20’ GP

as an alternative.

A massive boom in consumer demand, along with

disruptive events like congestion on the US west coast,

the Suez Canal blockage or the Yantian crisis, have

made the situation so tight that most observers do not

forecast any easing before the mid of 2022.

Carriers are desperately trying to recover their

schedule as the peak season is expected to be

extended. Relief should come with additional

container stock and the delivery of new tonnage in

2022/2023 since, for the time being, demand is outpacing

supply as it takes much longer to move the cargo.
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HIGHLIGHTS (2/2)
Service

Global schedule reliability declined by -0.2 % M/M in

May 2021 to 38.8%. On a Y/Y level, this ratio dropped

by 36 %.

Meanwhile, the average delay for late vessel arrivals had

been improving since March 2021. In May 2021

however, the average delay increased slightly by 0.05

days to 5.86 days. However, it is 0.39 days higher

than at the same period in 2020.

Shipping lines

Carrier profitability and service levels are diverging. As 

reliability hits dire new lows, the profitability of the 

world’s main carriers reached $16.9 billion in the first 

quarter.

With the view to meet the huge demand, many carriers go 

on using a part of their profits to buy second-hand vessels 

and to order brand-new ones.

The total global container shipping orderbook as of 

June 2021 stands at 4.2 million TEU, with ocean 

carriers placing new orders for 1.83 million TEU of 

fleet capacity this year.

Conclusion

No improvement within the coming months, the

situation might even deteriorate. All the Trade lanes

are impacted.

- Rate increase for the next 4 to weeks at least

- Shortage of equipment will remain a concern in

summer

- Demand will remain stronger than available capacity

from carriers

- Peak season is still on going

- SUEZ canal consequences have eased but YANTIAN

congestion is still recovering.
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FOCUS
SHIPPING LINES GLOBAL SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

The Global Liner Performance database covers the majority of the deep sea service identified from 60 different carriers. Currently, the GLP database cover

more than 295 active services and more than 165 inactive services, based on more than 430.000 individual vessel arrivals, across 33 major trade lanes.

Sources: Global Liner Performance June 2021

Top-14 carriers 2020-Q1 2020-Q2 2020-Q3 2020-Q4 2021-Q1 Apr/21 May/21 Trend vs M-1

CMA CGM 69% 75% 66% 50% 35% 37% 37%

COSCO 68% 73% 63% 47% 30% 31% 30%

Evergreen 68% 79% 63% 43% 26% 28% 25%

Hamburg Süd 76% 82% 74% 55% 42% 43% 44%

Hapag-Lloyd 67% 74% 65% 49% 36% 39% 41%

HMM 73% 77% 58% 34% 25% 32% 32%

Maersk Line 75% 79% 71% 56% 46% 46% 46%

MSC 70% 77% 69% 50% 36% 36% 38%

ONE 63% 71% 57% 37% 26% 31% 30%

OOCL 65% 72% 62% 45% 29% 29% 28%

PIL 62% 68% 51% 39% 30% 35% 33%

Wan Hai 76% 78% 56% 50% 34% 40% 26%

Yang Ming 59% 71% 56% 35% 24% 27% 27%

ZIM 69% 79% 66% 49% 36% 39% 41%
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FOCUS
CARRIERS’ NEWBUILDING DELIVERY SCHEDULE

Sources: Alphaliner Monthly Monitor
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Source: Bolloré Logistics, Drewry Index

 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 2021    

Q4 2021    

FAK rates are increasing in July. Space

will be tight in the coming months.

Equipment shortage is still an

issue and situation may not ease until

end of Q2 2022.

India being the most impacted country.

Import flows to the area not sufficient to

cater to the westbound demand. The

country is also facing bad weather with

the monsoon (till September) impacting

the ports operations. The equipment is

still allocated on first come basis.

The Covid-19 cases in Yantian made some

liners to skip the Yantian call, leading to

further deterioration of the current

equipment situation. Vessel utilization will

be expected to remain strong and rate

increase will continue in July .

In view of the high revenue generated from

the long-haul trades, the regional players

have given priority in terms of equipment

and booking to these trades. The niche

intra-Asia players have also tried to push

for rate increase to enjoy higher

profitability due to shortage of equipment.

Spot offer will continue to be preferred by

liners as this will be priced according to the

demand and supply at that point in time.

Carriers are more stringent when reviewing

the forecast or space protection vs actual

support. Space protection will be reviewed

or removed if there is no consistency in

performance.

INTRA ASIA

(Shanghai-Singapore)

SOUTH ASIA / EUROPE

(Nhava Sheva - Rotterdam)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA
Ahead of Peak Season, U.S. Imports from

Asia Jumped 46% in May.

Yantian Port grapples with 600,000TEU

impacted by disruption due to Covid outbreak.

The flood of backlogged export containers

being cleared will combine with record US

import volume that is expected to

continue through the third quarter.

Port congestion is expected to last util through

the summer and rail hubs continue to be

additional chokepoints .

Carriers have started and continue blanks

sailing programs to improve schedule reliability

but on time vessel performance has yet to

improve. Since vessels are slow in leaving

Asian ports and are delayed when they reach

US ports, vessel and equipment capacity are

being artificially constrained

and shippers are competing to secure space

and equipment.

Carrier are starting to announce temporary

port omissions in view of schedule recovery

In an unusual step an industry group is urging

participants along the supply chain to quickly

turn around equipment as the July 4th holiday

will see severe tightness for containers and

chassis

Midwest marine chassis shortage is worse

than 2 months ago as shippers hold onto

chassis more frequently.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Space remains tight for July as demand

continues to be strong. Carriers forecasting

full ships at least till mid July with the

ongoing situation in south China.

Equipment shortage situation in Asia

remains tight.

FAK rates continue to escalate by weeks

and are expected to continue to increase

due to the tight space.

Carriers are starting to lift the restriction on

booking acceptance to Colombia,

Buenaventura.

Vessels omitting Yantian due to the

restrictions at Yantian port affected by the

covid-19 cases. This had caused huge

congestions in Shenzhen and neighboring

ports. Trucking is a big issue in south China.

Carrier's pricing strategy remains the same

as no offers for quarterly or long-term NACs

and tenders as their commitment for long

term tenders and BCOs is over their

allocations. Solution to use NVOCC or on

premium for space and equipment.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 2021    

Q4 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 2021    

Q4 2021    

ASIA / NORTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Los Angeles)

ASIA / SOUTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Lazaro Cardenas)\
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA
Demand remains strong and space/equipment 

situation remains tight on all Africa Trades. 

We expect same challenges in Q3 2021. 

In the Asia/West Africa route, carriers 

continue to implement GRI making rate 

historically high. Equipment is not available to 

cover the bookings. Accurate forecast and 3 -

4 weeks advanced booking remain a 

necessity. We foresee situation will last at 

least till end of August as blank sailings are 

likely to happen over the summer.  

In NAF market rates continue to hit records 

levels with persistent tight space. No visibility 

on pricing in coming months but a certitude 

that rate will continue to go up. 

Asia to South AF & EAF :

As the other trades, space & equipment 

remain the main challenges. CMA has 

announced a stop booking on their EAF 

service due to 5 blank sailings imposed by 

Maersk.  Indeed, both carriers have some 

VSA on this Trade. Currently even export 

cargo is impacted by equipment shortage. In 

ZA market allocations on NACs continue to 

face fulfillment issues. FAK rates are 

subjected to space, premium and roll overs. 

Carriers start declining to quote some 

business. Demand is expected to remain high 

and carriers expecting full utilization in July.  

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

The partial shutdown of Yantian port 

following a covid 19 outbreak has further 

impacted the situation in Asia.

Schedule reliability is further deteriorating 

as carriers needs to make some schedule 

adjustments (omits, blanks…).

That means more vessels omission , less 

capacity and bigger impact on 

empty equipment supply whereas demand 

continues to surge.

Ocean Spot rates are expected to rise again 

in the weeks to come due to GRI 

implementations, high volumes 

and equipment shortages.

SCFI spot rates Asia to North Europe has 

increased to USD 6351/teu end of June 

against USD 884/teu last year same period. 

It represent an increase of + 618%.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021


  

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

July 2021    

Q4 2021    

ASIA / AFRICA 

(Shanghai-Lagos)

ASIA / EUROPE

(Shanghai-Rotterdam)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE
Europe to Latin America

There is huge demand ex Europe to Latin

America. And of course, space is tight on

vessel, especially on Eurosal XL (ex North

Europe to South America West Coast and

Caribbean). According to carriers, first

availability would be on mid-August vessels.

The situation will be more out of control on

South America East Coast as

Maersk/Hamburg Sud decided to cancel Le

Havre in the rotation of the River Plate

Service for the eight following weeks, and

maybe more. CMA CGM and Cosco, who

are co loading on this service are also

impacted by this situation. Carriers keep

announcing Peak Season Surcharge on

Latin America.

Europe to Mexico

Situation in Mexico is not as tense as the

USA but as Veracruz and Altamira are in the

loop of the US services, there are delays in

the schedules. Demand is increasing and

space is getting tighter and tighter every

weeks.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Europe to USA and Canada.

Transatlantic market is still getting wilder every

month. We are still facing a big lack of

equipment in Europe because carriers prefer to

send back empty containers in Asia to support

the huge demand. Vessels have big delays in

their schedules and carriers keep announcing

blank sailing or omission in North Europe.

Demand is still very high and space on vessels

is still very tight. It is important to respect a

notice of 4 to 5 weeks before booking on

vessels. And it result that carriers keep

increase their rates by announcing Peak

Season Surcharges.

But hopefully we will get through this

crisis sooner than we thought because carriers,

such as MSC for example, are setting up extra

loaders to evacuate the huge backlog in

Europe.

We are also thinking that the market will still be

high during the summer and will slowly

decrease in Q4 to find a regular level in the

beginning of Q1 2022.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

Q4 2021    

EUROPE / SOUTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-Santos)

EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-New York)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPENo significant changes in the EUR/AFR where

lack of equipment and tight space persist. The

situation will continue over Q3 and possibly

over H2 2021.

Demand to West-Africa is still strong, with

global market capacity being uncertain due to

high chartering prices. As expected, the market

remains under pressure by the rate increases in

July.

Carriers continue to apply diverse surcharges

such as PSS, EBS or CON.

To be noted: Congestions still occur in Guinea,

Nigeria and Cameroon.

Europe to East Africa Trades are experiencing

a slow down in volumes (-9% compared to

same period in 2020). However, carriers are

still applying a PSS in July for Kenya and

Tanzania destinations.

NAF market led by Algeria seems to show the

first signs or recovery with a higher level of

projects.

South-Africa market show slight signal of

recovery as total market is now back to 2020

level after a very slow Q1.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Carriers continue facing port congestions,

delays in vessel rotations, equipment

imbalance, having for consequence strict

monitoring of space and equipment.

More focus is given to Asia which is much

more profitable trade than Middle East.

Carriers reduce their capacities on

Europe/Middle East (The Alliance will stop

calling Jebel Ali and area around).

Demand will be higher than offer, rates will

increase in July.

Carriers are more and more reluctant to

quote quarterly basis, they now want to offer

monthly validities for small business. As

from end of July, CMA will launch an online

tool for spot quotations.
CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

Q4 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

EUROPE / AFRICA

(Rotterdam-Lagos)

EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST

(Rotterdam-Jebel Ali)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE
Overall market demand is increasing, and

space pressure is still very high due to the

nonstop growth of volume to West Indies.

Vessels from ATLANTIQUE and MED are

fully booked with all carriers and stop

booking are often announced 2 weeks

before call.

Bookings must proceed at least 2 or 3

weeks before departure to secure space

and equipment, but forecast is not

allowed.

To be noted, improvement concerning the

lack of equipment with the repositioning of

empty boxes in Europe.

Rates are generally extended for Q3 with

CMA and MARFRET.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Demand has been gradually recovering and

is still stronger than the capacity from carriers

with even vessels running full in Indian

Ocean trade.

MSC and CMA, VSA partner, are still fighting

to recover schedule integrity by implementing

"schedule recoveries" in the form of blank

sailing or change services in Europe and

omit at destination (often Port Reunion).

CMACGM Is still facing overbooking situation

despite its weekly allocation implementation.

To be noted, improvement concerning the

lack of equipment with the repositioning of

empty boxes in Europe.

Rates are generally extended for Q3 with

CMA and MSC

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

EUROPE / FRENCH WEST INDIES

(Le Havre-Pointe-à-Pitre)

EUROPE / INDIAN OCEAN

(Le Havre-Reunion)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 2021    

Q4 2021    

Situation in Yantian port has a big impact on

vessel rotations : carriers continue to face

port congestions, delays, lack of equipment.

Vessels are announced fully booked up to

end July. Schedule reliability is

deteriorating.

Focus is clearly given to Asia main ports.

Some carriers stop calling minor outports

(ex: CMA not offering any longer Manila) as

chartering rates of feeder vessels reaching

unacceptable levels.

Demand will remain strong, FAK rates are

globally extended from June to July.

Carriers are more reluctant to quote

quarterly basis, they now want to offer

monthly validities for small business. As

from end July, CMA will launch an online

tool for spot quotations, based on Maersk

one. Rates will be adjusted on daily basis as

per Lean quote strategy.

EUROPE / ASIA

(Rotterdam-Shanghai)
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Source: Bolloré Logistics
 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | NORTH AMERICA
Demand remains strong.

Capacity is being adjusted down for July.

Carriers continue to prioritize the empty

repositioning, impacting the space allocation

on the export trade.

Blank sailings have been announced from

US to EU in order to recover the vessel

schedule from the delays due to the

continuous port congestion on both US and

EU ports.

Schedule reliability sank to 33% in April.

Poor on-time performance is driving up port

congestion and creating the port handling

difficulties, with delays in vessel handling

forcing carriers to temporarily omit ports from

their service rotations.

Congestion is extended from the ports to

barge and rail.

Equipment availability in the Inland ramp

locations continuous to be an issue due to

the dislocation of the equipment and

embargo on inland rail moves to replenish

the equipment stock

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Vessel schedule has been interrupted due

the ongoing congestion situation in both US

port and LATAM ports.

No major change in terms of capacity and

demand, all services remains high utilization.

Due to the continuous operational cost

increase, GRIs are expected on all trades,

especially to the Central America and West

Cost South America.

Equipment availability in the Inland ramp

locations continues to be an issue due to the

dislocation of the equipment and embargo on

inland rail moves to replenish the equipment

stock

After a month of suspension, carriers have

resumed the booking to/from Buenaventura.

ZIM is expending it’s MTS connecting its

Mexico/Tampa with South America ports

(Suape, Vitoria, RIO, Santos, Paranagua,

Navegantes, Itapoa, Rio Grande,

Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Asuncion).

Delay at transshipment hub Manzanillo

expected due to congestion.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    

June 
2021

   

Q4 2021    

INTRA AMERICAS / NORTH SOUTH

(New York-Santos)
NORTH AMERICA / EUROPE NC

(New York-Rotterdam)
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